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Materials science
s

General Meeeting of the European
E
Fusion Educcation Networrk (FuseNet), March 4th, 2014, ETSE
EIB-UPC,
Barcelona.
Organizer: Javier
J
Dies (NER
RG)

Giant barrocaloric an
nd magnetoocaloric efffects in Fe-R
Rh

“WaterEuroope” Interdissciplinary
Conference about
a
Water JJune 12th th
14 2014, Zarrragoza.
Co-Organizeer: J. Martí (SIIMCON)

http://www.cecam.org/woorkshop1089.html
hop on Modellling and
“7th Worksh
Simulation of
o Biological Systems”
June 26th, 20114, ESAB-UPC
C.
Organizers: Research G
Group on
Computationaal Biology.

Caloric effectts refer to adiabbatic temperatuure
changes (or issothermal entroopy changes) thhat
occur in a sysstem when appplying an externnal
field. Close to the phase transitions succh
b
importtant. P. Lloveraas,
effects may become
M. Barrio, JJ.Ll. Tamarit (GCM) and coc
workers havve carried oout calorimettry
experiments under pressure and magnettic
field on Fe499Rh51, revealingg giant baro annd
magnetocalorric strengths undder weak externnal
fields at the ferromagnetic-aantiferromagnettic
phase transitioon.

POSITION
NS and AWAR
RDS
Jordi Jose has been appoointed as
coordinator oof the Astronomy and
Astrophysics area of ANEP (Agencia
Nacional de Evaluación y Prospectiva, Madrid) for 2014-2016..
Sergí Macià (16 years old sstudent of
the INS Escoola Industrial, S
Sabadell),
under the suppervision of Claara Prats,
has received the 4th award
d for Microbiology att the Intel Interrnational
Science an
nd Engineerin
ng Fair
(ISEF) 2014 Grand Award
ds, held in
Los Angeles in May 2014. The title
of the preojecct was "From the antibiotic resisttance acquisiition by
bacteria to the impact off the resistant tuberculosis on society
m
through a computer modelling
(IbM)".

U
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C

processses characteriized by differrent
time scales. The slower process is
associiated with thee reorientation of
water molecules direectly attached onnto
organiic molecules and counterioons,
while the faster onee is the dynam
mic
signatture of water inn higher hydration
layers, either at ggrain boundarries
(rhodaamine) or innside interstittial
clusterrs (fullerol). Both processses
exhibiit non-monotoonic temperatuure
depenndence and deecreasing specttral
strenggth upon heatiing, similarly to
what is reported inn inorganic nannoporous systems suchh as porous siliica.
In fulllerol a third, ulttra-slow relaxation
is observed at high teemperature, whhich
may bbe due to thee reorientation of
water––fullerol compplexes. (J. Phhys.
Chem. C 118, 4941–44950, 2014).

Laseer dynamics
Do laasers mimic n
neurons?
Such effectss, occurring close to rooom
temperature, show good reproducibiliity
Fe-Rh
suitable
ffor
which
makkes
environmentaally friendly soolid-state coolinng
techniques. (P
Phys. Rev. B 89,, 214105, 2014))

Ultraslow d
dynamics of w
water in organ
nic molecularr solids
The molecullar dynamics of water undder
confinement has been stuudied in severral
systems rangiing from hydraated proteins annd
polymers, deense aqueous solution, porous
inorganic systems and layerred materials, but
b
never so far inside hygrosscopic molecullar
solids. R. Maacovez (GCM)) and co-workeers
employed im
mpedance spectrroscopy to probbe
the water dynnamics inside two hygroscoppic
organic mateerials: fullerol and rhodaminne.
They found eevidence for tw
wo main dynam
mic

Compplex systems dissplaying recurrrent
spike patterns are ubiquitous in natuure.
The uunderstanding of these patteerns
organiization is a chaallenging task. A.
Aragooneses, S. Perroone, T. Sorrentino,
M. C
C. Torrent annd C. Masolller
(DON
NLL) have experimentally studdied
the sppiking output off a semiconducctor
laser w
with feedback.

By ussing symbolic aanalysis they haave
unveilled a nontriviaal organization of
patternns, revealing seerial spike correelaW
WWW
.FEN.UPC.EEDU

ttions. Most impportantly, they hhave identtified a minimaal model, which displays
tthe same symb
mbolic organization. This
m
model, previouusly used to desscribe time
ccorrelation am
mong sensory neurons,
m
mimics the tiime correlationns among
ooptical spikes under differennt external
sstimulus. Sincce the model describes
m
many dynamical systems, including
nneurons and caardiac cells, thheir results
ssuggest that similar correllations of
ppatterns can bee found in otheer systems.
((Scientific Repports 4, 46996, 2014,
hhttp://bit.ly/1qnnUyBL).

B
Biophysics
M
Mighty small: observing an
nd modellling individuall microbes beccomes big
sscience
D
Does the inddividuality of microbes
m
matter? Tradittionally, microobes have
bbeen studied ass a collective since
s
their
iindividual obseervation is veryy difficult.
N
Nevertheless, microbes aree discrete
eentities whosee individuality may be
ccrucial in maany circumstannces. The
ttremendous tecchnological prrogress in
rrecent years enables us to studdy bacteria
aand other tiny organisms at thhe level of
ssingle cells. Inn parallel, the iindividualbbased modellling techniquues have
jjumped from ecology
e
to miccrobiology
w
with success. C. Prats (MO
OSIMBIOB
BIOCOM) andd scientists from
m different
rresearch groupps which are leader on
iindividual-baseed modelling (IIBM) and
iindividual-baseed observation (IBO) have
aanalysed the state-of-the-artt of both
aapproaches andd identified thee possibilitties of their ccombination innto a new
pparadigm: thee microbial iindividualbbased ecology (µIBE). (Proceeedings of
tthe National Accademy of Sciennces of the
USA, 110, 20133).

PhD THES
SIS
 Sandro Perroone “Exploiting nnonlinearity and
noise in opticcal tweezers and semiconductor
lasers: from rresonant dampinng to stochastic
logic gates annd extreme pulses””. Supervisors:
C. Masoller annd R.Vilaseca
na Giralt “Color and technology
 Gloria Molin
in historic deccorated glazes andd glasses”
Supervisors: T. Pradell and J. Molera
 Vitaly Gorlyychev “Design off a 4pi neutron
detector for B-delay
B
neutron ddetection experiments”. Supe
ervisor: G. Corte
U
UNIVERSITAT
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DE CsATALUNYA

Astrophysiics
Classical novvae and type I X-ray burstts:
challenges forr the 21st centu
ury
Classical novva explosions aand type I X-raay
bursts are thee most frequent types of therm
monuclear stellarr explosions in the Galaxy. Booth
phenomena arrise from therm
monuclear ignitioon
in the enveloppes of accretingg compact objeccts
in close binarry star systemss. Detailed obseervations of these events havve stimulated nnumerous studiees in theoreticall astrophysics annd
experimental nuclear physiccs. A. Parikh, J.
Jose, and G. Sala (GAA) reeview theoreticcal
efforts to bettter understand the energy prroduction and nnucleosynthesiss in these expllosions, with emphasis
e
on stuudies directed at
identifying nnuclear physicss quantities wiith
uncertainties that significanntly affect moddel
predictions. (A
AIP Advances 4,
4 041002, 20144)

Moleccular self-diffu
fusion, reorienntational motions, and spectral densitties
of atoomic species reeveal a variety of
time sscales playing a role in membraane
dynam
mics. (J. Cheem. Phys. 140,
1049001, 2014).

Phottonic Materiials
Flat ffocusing mirrror
The control of sppatial propagation
properrties of very naarrow light beaams
such as
a divergence, focusing or imaging arre important chhallenges in opttics
and photonics. Y.C. Cheng, J. Truull,
ojocaru, R. Vilaaseca and K. StaaliC. Coj
unas (DONLL) in ccollaboration w
with
Vilniuus University (Lithuania) haave
experiimentally dem
monstrated a nnew
conceppt of flat focusiing mirror.

Chemical P
Physics
Diffusion an
nd spectroscop
py of water an
nd
lipids in bilayyer membraness
Biological m
membranes aree ubiquitous in
nature as limiiting structures of cells, separaating cell conteents from externnal environmentts,
but allowing the passage of nutrients annd
wastes througgh them. The stuudy of pure com
mponent membbranes can help understand bassic
biological meembrane functioons and its inteeraction with the environmeent. J. Yang, C.
MCOM) and coc
Calero and J. Martí (SIM
workers have analyzed the m
microscopic struucture and dynamics of waterr and lipids inn a
fully hydrateed dimyristoyllphosphatidylchholine phoospholippid
lipid
bbilayer mem
mbrane usinng
all-atoom
molecullar
dynamiics
simulations
based
o
on
the recently parameterized CHARMM336
force
field. Baargalló “IFMIF accelerator facillity
 Enric
RAMI annalyses in the engineering desiign
phase”. Su
upervisors: J. Diies and C. Tapia
Aragoneses Agu
uado “Experimenntal
 Andrés A
study of feedback-induced
f
d dynamics of sem
miconductorr lasers: from syymbolic analysis to
subwaveleength position sensing”. Superrvisors: C. Masoller
M
and M.C
C. Torrent
with
 Lina Maigyte “Shaping oof light beams w
photonic crystals: spatial filtering, beam ccollimation and focusing”. Supervisors: K.
Staliunas and C. Cojocaru

The ddesign of this special mirrorr is
based on the propeerties of spatiaally
modullated materialss at micromettric
scale (photonic crysstals) and it can
c
focus and reproducee transverse light
patternns benefiting, aat the same tim
me,
from lateral translattional invariannce.
This ddevice can larrgely increase the
appliccability of strructured photoonic
materiials for light beam
b
propagation
controol in small-dim
mension photoonic
circuitts. (Scientific R
Reports 4, 6326,
2014).
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